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Ultrasonic guided waves are often used in the detection of defects in oil and gas pipelines.
It is common for these pipelines to be buried underground and this may restrict the
length of the pipe that can be successfully tested. This is because acoustic energy tra-
velling along the pipe walls may radiate out into the surrounding medium. Accordingly, it
pagate along the walls of buried pipes, and so in this article a numerical model is
developed that is suitable for computing the eigenmodes for uncoated and coated buried
pipes. This is achieved by combining a one dimensional eigensolution based on the semi-
analytic ﬁnite element (SAFE) method, with a perfectly matched layer (PML) for the
inﬁnite medium surrounding the pipe. This article also explores an alternative exponential
complex coordinate stretching function for the PML in order to improve solution con-
vergence. It is shown for buried pipelines that accurate solutions may be obtained over
the entire frequency range typically used in long range ultrasonic testing (LRUT) using a
PML layer with a thickness equal to the pipe wall thickness. This delivers a fast and
computationally efﬁcient method and it is shown for pipes buried in sand or soil that
relevant eigenmodes can be computed and sorted in less than one second using relatively
modest computer hardware. The method is also used to ﬁnd eigenmodes for a buried pipe
coated with the viscoelastic material bitumen. It was recently observed in the literature
that a viscoelastic coating may effectively isolate particular eigenmodes so that energy
does not radiate from these modes into the surrounding [elastic] medium. A similar effect
is also observed in this article and it is shown that this occurs even for a relatively thin
layer of bitumen, and when the shear impedance of the coating material is larger than
that of the surrounding medium.
& 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC
BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).1. Introduction
It is common to locate defects or ruptures in pipelines by monitoring the propagation of acoustic energy travelling along
the walls of the pipe. For example, in non-destructive testing an ultrasonic guided wave is used to interrogate the structural
integrity of the pipeline [1,2], whereas at much lower [audio] frequencies one may detect propagating elastic waves gen-
erated by pipe ruptures [3,4]. These techniques are well developed and they generally work well for pipeline applicationsier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
.
uan).
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form of attenuation to be present. For example, viscoelastic coatings are often present and they attenuate energy as the
wave travels along the pipe wall. This limits the inspection range of non-destructive techniques such as long range ultra-
sonic testing [5–7]. Furthermore, pipelines are often buried underground and acoustic energy radiates out from the pipe so
that the energy remaining in the pipe wall is reduced [4]. This means that it is potentially more difﬁcult to use pulse-echo
based techniques to locate defects and ruptures in pipes that are buried and/or coated. Accordingly, this article presents a
fast numerical method suitable for obtaining the eigenmodes for a buried pipe, which may then be used to optimise
detection techniques.
In long range ultrasonic testing, acoustic energy is generated using transducers attached around the circumference of a
pipe. If one assumes that the pipeline of interest is long and slender then the acoustic energy travels along the pipe walls in
a discrete set of pipe eigenmodes. Knowledge of the properties of these eigenmodes is essential in order to fully interpret
information obtained from a testing regime. A popular approach for obtaining these eigenmodes is through the solution of
an analytic expression for the governing dispersion relation. For example, Lowe et al. [8,9] show that by adopting a general
matrix method it is possible to obtain eigenmodes for multiple layers, which enables the addition of viscoelastic coatings
and/or a surrounding elastic medium such as that encountered by buried pipes [10–12]. Analytic techniques have also been
used to study the signals generated by pipe ruptures, for example Muggleton et al. [4] obtained the axisymmetric modes for
a buried ﬂuid-ﬁlled plastic pipe. The use of analytic techniques to ﬁnd guided wave properties in buried or embedded
structures does however present a number of challenges, and these are mostly associated with ﬁnding the roots of an
analytic dispersion relation. When one adds complexity to the problem, such as through the addition of a coating and/or a
surrounding elastic medium, then root ﬁnding becomes ever more problematic. This is because it becomes much harder to
track and locate roots in the complex plane and one needs to develop sophisticated algorithms to do this over multiple
frequencies. Furthermore, if one wishes to ﬁnd a large number of eigenmodes then the difﬁculties with root ﬁnding mul-
tiply, and it is common to miss modes when attempting to track large numbers of roots through the complex plane. This
means that for problems in which complex roots are present, and where one would like to locate a signiﬁcant number of
these roots, root ﬁnding can become time consuming and difﬁcult to automate [13]. It is, therefore, not surprising to see that
those modes obtained following the solution of an analytic dispersion relation are generally restricted to lower order/
axisymmetric modes. For instance, Leinov et al. examine T(0,1) and L(0,2) [12], whereas for imbedded bars Pavlakovic et al.
[14] restrict their analysis to [axisymmetric] longitudinal modes and the ﬁrst ﬂexural mode. Simmons et al. [15] also used an
analytic expression to obtain axisymmetric modes for buried bars, or rods, and showed how the argument principle may be
used to aid in root ﬁnding.
If one wishes to avoid root ﬁnding then it is necessary to move towards numerical methods. Whilst this change of
approach may be desirable for the analysis of coated pipes and/or more complex multi-layered problems, one may argue
that numerical methods are unavoidable when large numbers of eigenmodes are required for use in techniques developed
for wave scattering problems [2,16]. A number of different numerical methods are available for ﬁnding the eigenmodes for
pipes; however, the authors favour the so-called semi-analytic ﬁnite element (SAFE) method as it is computationally efﬁ-
cient and it may readily be applied to pipelines with multiple layers, see for example Marzani et al. [17], and for coated pipes
see refs. [5–7], as well as Mu and Rose [18]. The extension of the SAFE method to problems involving structures embedded
in an inﬁnite medium is, however, less straightforward. The SAFE method requires the solution domain to be closed, which
presents a problem for pipes buried in a nominally inﬁnite, or open, medium. This problem was ﬁrst addressed by Castaings
and Lowe [19], who studied a steel rod surrounded by concrete. Castaings and Lowe used a ﬁnite element discretisation for
the steel rod, and a concentric portion of the surrounding concrete, they then closed the problem with an outer absorbing
layer designed to prevent erroneous reﬂections from the [artiﬁcial] boundary of the problem. Castaings and Lowe suc-
cessfully obtained low order longitudinal and ﬂexural modes, although the accuracy of the method depends on the success
of their absorbing layer. Here, Castaings and Lowe note problems with the ability of the layer to absorb longer wavelengths,
which was seen in inaccuracies found with the computation of leaky modes with high radiation angles, as well as those
modes found at lower ultrasonic frequencies. Moreover, even away from these limiting cases it was found to be necessary to
extend the outer boundary of the problem to 16 times the radius of the rod. Thus, the method requires the use of a large
number of degrees of freedom, even for a relatively thin rod, and so the absorbing layer proposed by Castaings and Lowe is
unlikely to be computationally efﬁcient for problems involving much larger pipework.
An alternative to the use of an absorbing layer was later proposed by Hua et al. [20], who replaced this layer with inﬁnite
elements. Hua et al. analysed coated and uncoated pipes buried in soil and they obtained a large number of axisymmetric
and ﬂexural modes. The inﬁnite elements used by Hua et al. are popular in the solution of the Helmholtz Equation because
they have the potential to be more computationally efﬁcient than absorbing layers. The application of inﬁnite elements
requires the discretisation of the exterior domain using elements with an asymptotic or wave based shape function so that
one may properly enforce the appropriate radiation boundary condition. However, in regions of high modal scattering it is
necessary to increase the radial order of the inﬁnite elements in order to maintain solution accuracy; moreover, inﬁnite
elements are also known to suffer from problems with numerical instabilities [21].
Alternative numerical methods for analysing embedded waveguides include a Scaled Boundary Finite Element Method
(SBFEM) proposed by Gravenkamp et al. [22,23]. Gravenkamp et al. used the SBFEM in the same way that previous authors
had applied the SAFE method, but this time they closed the problem using a numerical dashpot, which was chosen to
simulate the appropriate boundary condition. Gravenkamp et al. successfully applied this method to axisymmetric problems
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The dashpot used by Gravenkamp et al. is, however, only an approximation of the appropriate boundary condition between
the waveguide and the surrounding medium. This may lead to inaccuracies when, for example, there is a high impedance
mismatch between the two regions. An alternative method for closing the problem was presented by Mazzotti et al. [24],
who proposed a SAFE based formulation closed by a 2.5D Boundary Element formulation. This method was applied in the
analysis of non-axisymmetric embedded waveguides, where the use of boundary elements ensures that the appropriate
radiation condition is properly enforced over the surface of the SAFE region. However, the addition of the 2.5D boundary
element formulation does present a number of numerical challenges, which may be avoided by using alternative for-
mulations if one is only interested in axisymmetric problems.
A popular alternative for closing numerical models for inﬁnite domains is to use a perfectly matched layer (PML). This
method was ﬁrst introduced by Berenger [25] in the analysis of electromagnetic waveguides and it has become increasingly
popular due to the relatively straightforward way in which the method can be integrated into existing ﬁnite element based
software [26,27]. For this reason, PMLs are widely used in the study of wave propagation and they form the basis of most
commercial FE based software. Moreover, a PML is capable of attenuating the outgoing wave much more efﬁciently than an
equivalent absorbing layer such as the one used by Castaings and Lowe [19]. However, it is only recently that a PML has been
applied in the analysis of buried pipes. This was accomplished by Nguyen et al. [28], who used the SAFE method to discretise
an elastic waveguide of arbitrary cross-section, and then closed the problem using either a rectangular or circular PML layer.
Nguyen et al. go on to present a large number of eigenmodes for a steel bar embedded in concrete, as well as a steel rod
embedded in stiff stone and a square steel rod embedded in grout. It is demonstrated by Nguyen et al. that the problem may
be solved with a PML that has the same thickness as the radius of their waveguide, which shows a signiﬁcant improvement
on the [much larger] absorbing layer used by Castaings and Lowe [19].
The SAFE-PML method presented by Nguyen et al. [28] demonstrates that it is possible to use a numerically based
method to recover a large number of eigenmodes for a buried waveguide. However, their method adopts a two-dimensional
discretisation of the problem and this generates large numbers of radiation eigenmodes, most of which are of little physical
interest. Moreover, the PML layer generates its own [radiation] eigenmodes and these must also be removed when ﬁltering
the unordered list of eigenvalues obtained on solution of the problem. Accordingly, it is not uncommon to obtain hundreds
of additional radiation modes for each low order non-radiating mode required for the buried waveguide. This means that
when using a two dimensional approach, large numbers of degrees of freedom are still required in order to obtain accurate
predictions for a relatively small number of non-radiating eigenmodes. The models presented by Castaings and Lowe [19],
and Nguyen et al. [28] are, of course, two dimensional models in order to permit the analysis of non-axisymmetric
waveguides. However, buried pipelines are likely to represent a large majority of the applications for long range ultrasonic
testing, and this means it is necessary to analyse structures larger than those studied by Nguyen et al. This places signiﬁcant
demands on the computational efﬁciency of a 2D numerical model and it is desirable to develop efﬁcient alternatives if one
is to successfully analyse pipelines with dimensions typically found in the ﬁeld. One way of doing this is to dedicate the
analysis to axisymmetric geometries and to take advantage of symmetry.
Accordingly, in this article we return to a one dimensional formulation of the SAFE method similar to that proposed by
Hua et al. [20], and Gravenkamp et al. [22,23]. However, rather than using inﬁnite elements [20], or a numerical dashpot
[22], to close the one dimensional problem this article uses a PML. In order to do this, it is necessary ﬁrst to return to a more
general Galerkin based writing of the SAFE equations, which then facilitates the addition of a one dimensional PML. Fur-
thermore, a new one dimensional PML stretching function is also investigated with the aim of further reducing the degrees
of freedom required for a buried pipe and hence optimising solution time. Accordingly, in Section 2 of this article the
governing equations are presented for an axisymmetric embedded waveguide using a one-dimensional SAFE-PML for-
mulation. In Section 3, an exponential PML coordinate stretching function is introduced and predictions are benchmarked
against those of Castaings and Lowe [19], Nguyen et al. [28] and DISPERSE [9]. In Section 4, the method is applied to
pipelines with geometries typically found in the ﬁeld, and this focusses on the addition of a viscoelastic coating and
investigates recent observations by Leinov et al. [12]. Finally, conclusions are presented in Section 5.2. Theory
The analysis in this article is restricted to axisymmetric geometries, however it is written in a general form in order to
accommodate an arbitrary number of layers that may include, for example, viscoelastic coatings. The pipe substrate is
numbered j¼ 1, and additional layers are numbered j¼ 2 tom1; the outer PML layer is numbered j¼m, see Fig. 1.
2.1. Governing equations
The governing wave equation for layer j is given by Navier's equation, which in cylindrical coordinates yields [29]
ρj
∂2u0rj
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Fig. 1. Geometry of buried pipe surrounded by multiple layers.
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where r, θ and z form an orthogonal cylindrical coordinate system in the radial, circumferential and axial direction of the
waveguide, respectively, ρ is density, t is time, u0q (q¼ r;θ or z) is the displacement in the q direction, and σ0ql (q; l¼ r;θ or z)
is a symmetric stress tensor of rank two. A time dependence of eiωt is assumed throughout this article, whereω is the radian
frequency and i¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
p
. Each layer is assumed to be homogenous and isotropic, and so the usual relationships between
stresses and strains hold [29]. To obtain a one dimensional eigensolution the usual ansatz is applied, so that the dis-
placement sound ﬁeld is assumed to be harmonic in the circumferential direction, and the coupled displacement u0q for all
layers is expanded in the form
u0q r;θ; z
 ¼ uq rð Þei nθkγzð Þ; q¼ r;θ or z; (2)
where uq is an eigenfunction, and γ is a dimensionless wavenumber. In addition, n denotes circumferential mode order,
k¼ω=cT, and cT and cL are the shear (torsional) and compressional (longitudinal) bulk wave velocities of the waveguide,
respectively.
A Galerkin based derivation of the SAFE method proceeds by weighting Eq. (1) using the function wq. The weak forms of
Eq. (1) are then obtained by making use of the usual relationships between stress and strain [29] and substituting Eq. (2)
into Eq. (1). Following integration by parts in the radial direction the governing equations are simpliﬁed so that for layer j
this yields
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Here, λ and μ are the Lamé coefﬁcients, and aj and bj are the inner and outer radius of layer j. Eq. (3) is valid for j¼ 1 tom1,
layer j¼m is covered in the next section. Note that a1 is the inner radius of the pipe, which is set equal to zero for a rod in
Section 3.
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Chew and Liu [30] demonstrated the existence of a PML for elastic waves and then introduced a complex coordinate
stretching function to facilitate its introduction into the governing equations. This has become a popular method for
applying a PML because it is relatively simple to integrate into standard ﬁnite element based formulations. Accordingly,
coordinate stretching is applied here and, because the problem is axisymmetric, it is necessary to do this in only one [radial]
dimension. Crucially, this means that the eigenexpansion in Eq. (2) remains valid for the PML region as well, and so the
entire eigenproblem may be reduced from two dimensions to one. Accordingly, in the PML region (j¼mÞ the radial coor-
dinate r is replaced by a stretched coordinate ̃r , deﬁned as
~r ¼
Z r
0
ξr sð Þds; (4)
where ξr is a non-zero, continuous and complex-valued coordinate stretching function. This deﬁnition requires that
d~r ¼ ξrdr; and
∂
∂~r
¼ 1
ξr
∂
∂r
: (5)
The coordinate ̃r is then used to replace the coordinate r in Eq. (1) to form a revised set of governing equations and
associated stress strain relations for the PML region. To derive the weak forms of the governing equations for the PML
region, these equations are ﬁrst multiplied by ξr , and then the inner products are weighted with an arbitrary function wq in
the same way as described in the previous section. Thus, for the PML region, where j¼m, this yields
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Here, am and bm are the inner and outer radius of the PML region.
2.3. The SAFE-PML eigenequation
Following the development of the weak forms of the governing equations for the layered elements of the pipe in Section
2.1, and the PML in 2.2, a ﬁnite element based eigensolution is obtained by discretising the displacement of an arbitrary
mode in the radial direction, so that
uq rð Þ ¼
Xpq
i ¼ 1
Nqi rð Þuqi ¼Nquq (7)
where Nqi is a global trial (or shape) function, uqi is the value of uq at node i, and pq is the number of nodes (or degrees of
freedom) for the displacements in direction q. In addition, Nq and uq are row and column vectors of length pq, respectively,
and it is also convenient to choose Nr ¼Nθ ¼Nz ¼N. Isoparametric elements are used throughout this article, which requires
that the weighting functions are equal to the shape functions so that Wr ¼Wθ ¼Wz ¼N.
To generate a ﬁnal governing eigenequation for the problem it is necessary to apply the boundary conditions of con-
tinuity of displacement and stress across the interface between each layer, as well as [for a pipe] a traction free condition at
r¼ a1 and r¼ bm. Note that in the case of a solid rod (which is used as a benchmark in Section 3), the normal and shear
stresses σrr , σθr and σzr will vanish at the centre of the cylinder (a1 ¼ 0). The equations for these boundary conditions are not
repeated here to save space, however an example of their application to related eigenproblems for both coated and uncoated
pipes can be found in articles by Duan and Kirby [2], and Duan et al. [7]. Accordingly, following the introduction of these
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The matrices that make up this equation are listed in Appendix A. Eq. (8) is a sparse eigenequation and solution of this
equation will deliver an unordered list of nT ¼ 6pq eigenmodes. This equation is solved here using the sparse eigensolver
‘eigs’ in MATLAB
s
, and the solution is executed on a laptop with a 2.4 GHz Intel Core™ CPU and 8 GB of RAM.
The solution of Eq. (8) delivers eigenmodes that belong to three different groups according to the way in which the
energy in these modes propagates. These groups are summarised by Nguyen et al. [28] and their nomenclature is followed
in this article. Thus, the ﬁrst group contains the radiation modes and these are “standing waves in the transverse direc-
tion….that resonate mainly in the surrounding medium.” The second group contains the trapped modes where the “energy
is conﬁned to the core of the waveguide without energy leakage into the surrounding medium.” The third group contains
the leaky modes and here “energy leaks into the surrounding medium” and the mode attenuates in the axial direction.
Nguyen et al. note that one always obtains radiation and leaky modes after solution of the eigenproblem, whereas trapped
modes are obtained “only if the bulk velocity in the guide is lower than the surrounding medium.” Furthermore, it is the
trapped and leaky modes that are of interest in non-destructive testing, as these modes propagate in the axial direction and
so they play an important role in defect detection. Thus, the radiation modes are of little interest and so it is desirable to try
and sort and remove these modes following the solution of Eq. (8). This may be achieved by following the method proposed
by Nguyen et al. [28], who sort modes after ﬁrst calculating the ratio of the energy propagating within the inner layers to
that radiating into the PML. Accordingly, the energy ratio η is deﬁned as
η¼ jEmjPm
j ¼ 1
jEjj
(9)
where
Ej ¼
ω2
2
π
Z bj
aj
ρju

q∙uqrdr; for j¼ 1;m1 (10)
and
Em ¼
ω2
2
π
Z bm
am
ρmu

q∙uq r

ξrdr: (11)
Through the careful choice of a value for η one may sort the eigenvalues to ensure that most or all of the radiation modes
are removed. In this article labelling of the leaky and trapped modes will follow the convention established by Silk and
Bainton [31], who deﬁned torsional modes as Tð0;ncÞ, longitudinal modes as Lð0;ncÞ and ﬂexural modes as Fðn;ncÞ, for n40
and nc40; where n is the circumferential mode order deﬁned in Eq. (2). Note that for buried waveguides an additional
family of longitudinal and ﬂexural modes appear and these are labelled Lð0;ncÞ0and Fðn;ncÞ0[19]. The Lð0;ncÞ0modal family
has a similar mode shape to the Lð0;ncÞ family, however they appear because of the coupling between the waveguide and
the surrounding medium. At low frequencies the Lð0;ncÞ and Fðn;ncÞ modes are generally leaky type modes, whereas the
Lð0;ncÞ0and Fðn;ncÞ0modes are radiation type modes. As the frequency increases their behaviour tends to reverse, so that at
high frequencies Lð0;ncÞ0and Fðn;ncÞ0are generally found to be leaky modes.3. Application to buried rods
The PML plays a very important role in determining the speed and accuracy of the solution to the eigenproblem derived
in the previous section. This in turn depends on the thickness of the PML layer, as well as the choice of coordinate stretching
function. Clearly, the identiﬁcation of an optimal coordinate stretching function is crucial in reducing the thickness of the
PML, and many different coordinate stretching functions are discussed in the literature. A useful review of coordinate
stretching functions for the Helmholtz equation is provided by Cimpeanu et al. [32]. Michler et al. [33] also provide a
comprehensive review for a number of wave propagation problems. Numerous other articles on coordinate stretching
functions are available in the literature and this reﬂects the fact that the choice of an appropriate stretching function is often
highly problem dependent and this is not always straightforward [32,34]. However, it is interesting to note that most of
W. Duan et al. / Journal of Sound and Vibration 384 (2016) 177–193 183these articles choose to use a similar type of stretching function, which normally takes the form of a polynomial [32–35],
where
ξ xð Þ ¼
1 if xrL1
1þ s1ik xL1h
 s2
if xZL1
:
8<
: (12)
Here, x represents an arbitrary coordinate system, so that x¼ L1 is the location of the entrance into the PML, h is the width of
the PML, and s1 and s2 are real valued constants that are chosen by the user and tuned for a particular problem. The
challenge lies in choosing the best values for s1 and s2 for a particular problem and this can require repetitive calculations
before identifying suitable values.
The coordinate stretching function in Eq. (12) is normally used to terminate problems involving wave propagation. This
explains the presence of the wavenumber k, because the performance of the PML will be strongly correlated to excitation
frequency in wave propagation problems. However, in eigenproblems the excitation frequency is not necessarily so
important because one is more concerned with accurately capturing mode shapes and these are not so strongly correlated
with frequency. Accordingly, in their study on open elastic waveguides, Nguyen et al. [28] modiﬁed this stretching function
and used
ξ xð Þ ¼ 1þαp 1 iβp
  xL1
h
 2
; (13)
where, αp and βp are additional real valued constants. It is interesting to note that Nguyen et al. retain a polynomial
structure and they demonstrate that this coordinate stretching function works well for their particular problem. However,
there is no reason why a polynomial stretching function should be optimal for the type of problem studied here, and it is
interesting to note that Singer and Turkel [36] speculate that “when evanescent waves are present [in a wave propagation
problem] it may be more advantageous to use an exponential ﬁt.” This appears to be relevant to eigenproblems and so an
alternative exponential coordinate stretching function is investigated here to see if this is better suited to the analysis of
buried pipes. Accordingly, the following alternative coordinate stretching function is proposed:
ξr rð Þ ¼ eα~r  i eβ ~r 1
h i
(14)
where ~r ¼ ramð Þ=h, so that the thickness of the PML layer is h¼ bmam, and α and β are real valued constants. This
stretching function is designed to deliver a smooth valued function that decays exponentially with distance from the
entrance to the PML.
To investigate the choice of stretching function a steel rod embedded in concrete is examined ﬁrst, as this is a demanding
problem studied by Castaings and Lowe [19], and later by Nguyen et al. [28]. For this example, the steel rod forms the inner
layer and the outer PML layer abuts directly onto the rod so that the PML takes on the properties of concrete. Solutions to Eq.
(8) are then obtained using three noded line elements with a constant width of 1 mm, so that the number of elements
increases as the thickness of the PML is increased. This delivers a high mesh density so that one may focus on the effect of
the length of the PML. The diameter of the steel rod is 10 mm, and for steel cT1 ¼ 3260 m=s, cL1 ¼ 5960 m=s, and
ρ1 ¼ 7932 kg=m3; for concrete, cTm ¼ 2637:5 m=s, cLm ¼ 4222:1 m=s, and ρm ¼ 2300 kg=m3 [19,28]. To investigate con-
vergence a very low excitation frequency is chosen because longer wavelengths cause signiﬁcant problems for PMLs.
Accordingly, the ﬁrst parameter to be investigated is the thickness of the PML layer, and in Table 1 the convergence of the
polynomial stretching function proposed by Nguyen et al. [28] is investigated, so that values of αp ¼ 3 and βp ¼ 4 are used in
Eq. (13). In Table 1, the wavenumbers for the ﬁrst two axisymmetric modes are presented and it is clear that the rate of
convergence depends on the mode being analysed. For example, the ﬁrst longitudinal mode L(0,1) converges when h=b1 is
equal to or greater than eight; whereas good convergence for the ﬁrst torsional mode T(0,1) is obtained for h=b1 ¼ 2. This is
because the radial wavelength of L(0,1) is 251 mm at 10 kHz, whereas the equivalent wavelength for T(0,1) is 60 mm. It is
interesting to note, however, that even for a polynomial stretching function the one dimensional approach means that it isTable 1
Eigenvalues for steel rod using polynomial stretching function [22] at 10 kHz.
h=rb Wavenumber γ nT CPU time (s)
L(0,1) T(0,1)
1 0.93000–1.38074i 1.40449–5.30741i 246 0.15
2 0.76987–1.08198i 1.40752–5.30617i 366 0.24
3 0.92212–1.19420i 1.40752–5.30617i 486 0.27
4 0.86554–1.13582i 1.40752–5.30617i 606 0.29
6 0.88605–1.13233i 1.40752–5.30617i 846 0.36
8 0.88535–1.13025i 1.40752–5.30617i 1086 0.62
10 0.88521–1.13034i 1.40752–5.30617i 1326 0.76
12 0.88522–1.13035i 1.40752–5.30617i 1566 1.23
15 0.88522–1.13035i 1.40752–5.30617i 1926 1.72
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than 1 s, even for a relatively large PML. Note that the solution time recorded in Table 1 also includes the sorting and
discarding of radiation modes, as well as the calculation of energy velocity for each mode.
The solutions presented in Table 1 show that even for a relatively small waveguide it is necessary to use values of
h=b1 ¼ 8 and above to obtain satisfactory convergence for L(0,1). This is likely to present problems when moving to larger
geometries such as those encountered with pipelines. Therefore, it is desirable to obtain faster convergence and the only
way to do this is to improve the efﬁciency of the coordinate stretching function. Accordingly, in Table 2 the exponential
coordinate stretching function proposed in Eq. (14) is compared against the polynomial stretching function of Nguyen et al.
[28] for different values of αp , βp, α and β. For purposes of comparison, the width of the PML is chosen to be h¼ b1. In
Table 2 it is evident that the polynomial stretching function has not converged for a PML of thickness h¼ b1, even after
attempting to optimise values for αp and βp. However, the exponential stretching function is seen to deliver much better
performance and appears to offer the potential to improve the PML, at least for this particular problem.
To further investigate the performance of an exponential stretching function, the frequency of the problem is increased
to 160 kHz, whilst maintaining h¼ b1. This problem is chosen because L(0,1) and L(0,1)0 both have a phase velocity that is
very close to the longitudinal phase velocity of the surrounding medium at 160 kHz. This means that the radial wavelength
will be long and so a frequency close to 160 kHz represents a worst case scenario at higher frequencies. The accuracy of the
exponential stretching function is investigated in Tables 3a and 3b, in which the relative error is calculated by dividing the
wavenumber computed when h¼ b1 with the equivalent value obtained using a polynomial stretching function with
h¼ 10b1: In Table 3a it is seen that at higher frequencies, high levels of accuracy are achieved for T(0,1) and L(0,1), even
when h¼ b1. This is because these modes have a smaller radial wavelength at higher frequencies, which for this problem is
25 mm for T(0,1) and 65 mm for L(0,1). In contrast the radial wavelength is 139 mm for L(0,1)' and 28 mm for L(0,2), and it is
important also to note that the radiation angle for L(0,1)0 is 80° at this frequency. This means that accurately predicting the
wavenumber for L(0,1)' is far more challenging and one can see that solution accuracy starts to drop in Table 3b. This drop in
accuracy can, of course, be addressed by increasing the thickness of the PML, although it is seen that it is still possible to get
some good results with h¼ b1 when using an exponential stretching function. The results reported in Tables 3a and 3b do,Table 2
Inﬂuence of stretching function on eigenvalues for steel rod with h=rb ¼ 1 at 10 kHz.
Stretching function α β Wavenumber γ Relative error (%)
L(0,1) T(0,1) L(0,1) T(0,1)
Polynomial 3 4 0.93000–1.38074i 1.40449–5.30741i 17.72 0.06
Polynomial 6 6 0.90385–1.11178i 1.40781–5.30633i 1.83 0.006
Exponential 3 4 0.90090–1.19314i 1.40758–5.30616i 4.51 0.001
Exponential 3 5 0.88525–1.13032i 1.40766–5.30619i 0.003 0.003
Exponential 4 5 0.88418–1.12890i 1.40766–5.30600i 0.12 0.004
Table 3a
Eigenvalues for steel rod with h=rb ¼ 1 at 160 kHz.
Stretching function α β Wavenumber γ Relative error (%)
L(0,1) T(0,1) L(0,1) T(0,1)
Polynomial 3 4 0.95015–0.09069i 0.76487–0.10978i o0.001 0.52
Polynomial 6 6 0.95012–0.09069i 0.76349–0.11034i o0.001 0.01
Exponential 3 4 0.95016–0.09069i 0.76344–0.11005i o0.001 0.27
Exponential 3 5 0.95015–0.09069i 0.76348–0.11024i o0.001 0.10
Exponential 4 5 0.95015–0.09067i 0.76416–0.10950i 0.02 0.77
Table 3b
Eigenvalues for steel rod with h=rb ¼ 1 at 160 kHz.
Stretching function α β Wavenumber γ Relative error (%)
L(0,1)0 L(0,2) L(0,1)0 L(0,2)
Polynomial 3 4 0.83091–0.04478i 0.54802–0.36943i 29.6 0.003
Polynomial 6 6 0.85053–0.03388i 0.54804–0.36943i 46.7 0.003
Exponential 3 4 0.84532–0.06237i 0.54812–0.36964i 1.9 0.06
Exponential 3 5 0.85539–0.04796i 0.54814–0.36916i 24.6 0.07
Exponential 4 5 0.84368–0.06348i 0.54935–0.36835i 0.19 0.29
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works well over a wide range of parameters. In this respect, the exponential solution with α¼ 4 and β¼ 5 performs best
over the two sets of tests carried out here; however, it must also be remembered that these tests are designed to cover two
extremes of the frequency spectra and they deliberately pick areas where the choice of PML is difﬁcult. Outside of the
frequency range chosen here all of these coordinate stretching functions generally perform well. This can be seen in Fig. 2,
where the relative error in the prediction of the wavenumber for a steel rod surrounded by concrete is presented over a
wide frequency range using the exponential solution with α¼ 4 and β¼ 5. The relative error in Fig. 2 is presented for a PML
of thickness h¼ b1, as well as h¼ 4b1, with the error calculated relative to a solution obtained using a polynomial stretching
function with h¼ 10b1. It is clear from Fig. 2 that for this problem the exponential stretching function works well over a
wide frequency range, even for h¼ b1, and this includes those frequency extremes examined previously. Furthermore, it is
evident that increasing the width of the PML signiﬁcantly improves the accuracy for each mode, so that for h¼ 4b1 it is
possible to obtain high levels of accuracy across the frequency domain.
The numerical experiments carried out previously demonstrate that high levels of accuracy may be achieved using a one
dimensional mesh coupled with an exponential stretching function. This method is now further validated through the
calculation of dispersion curves for the embedded rod studied above, and in order to provide conﬁdence in the accuracy of
these predictions a PML of width h¼ 4b1 is used. Accordingly, Fig. 3a and b present the dispersion curves for a 10 mm rod
buried in concrete, where the phase velocity is deﬁned as cp ¼ ReðcT=γÞ and the attenuation as Δ¼ 8:686Im kγ
 
. An
exponential coordinate stretching function is used, with α¼ 4 and β¼ 5; for the ﬁnite element mesh, 10 elements are used
in the rod and 40 elements in the PML region. This delivers a ﬁnal eigenequation with nT ¼ 606 degrees of freedom, which
takes 1.31 s to compute for a single frequency, including the time spend sorting the computed eigenmodes. The dispersion
curves in Fig. 3a and b present only those modes of interest in non-destructive testing and so radiation modes are omitted.
This is achieved by discarding all modes with an energy ratio above 0.9 [see Eq. (9)], and this is why some modes are
discontinuous in these plots, as they move from being a predominantly leaky mode to a predominantly radiation mode, or
vice versa. Following this, the dispersion curves in Fig. 3a and b are seen to match the analytic solutions generated by
Castaings and Lowe [19], and they also compare very well with the solutions obtained by Nguyen et al. [28].
It is interesting to note that both Castaings and Lowe [19], and Nguyen et al. [28] suggest that the phase velocity of a
leaky mode cannot cross the bulk velocity of the surrounding medium. In view of this Nguyen et al. [28] queried the
accuracy of their results at low frequencies, where their predictions for L(0,1) were seen to cross the bulk velocity of the
surrounding medium. However, behaviour identical to that observed by Nguyen et al. [28] is also seen in Fig. 3a, where the
phase velocity for L(0,1) is seen to drop below the bulk velocity (equal to 4222.1 m/s) at about 12 kHz. If one examines
Table 1 then it is evident that good convergence is achieved for L(0,1) at 10 kHz, and there is no evidence here to suggest
that computational error is the reason for this behaviour. It is also noted that at 10 kHz the real part of kγ is 17.06 m1 for L
(0,1), which is larger than ω=cLm ¼ 14:88 m1
 
, and so in this example the phase velocity is signiﬁcantly lower than the
bulk velocity of the surrounding medium. Crucially, however, for this mode kγ has an imaginary part that is larger than its
real part and so the radial wavenumber may take on a positive real part and a positive imaginary part. Accordingly, this
mode conforms to the normal deﬁnition of a leaky mode and so it is concluded here that this mode is indeed physically
correct.4. Application to buried pipes
The main focus of this article is the non-destructive testing of buried pipelines and so in this section wave propagation in
buried pipes that are either coated or uncoated is investigated. To do this, an 8 in. schedule 40 pipe is chosen, as this is a
relatively large pipe and this geometry has also recently been studied by Leinov et al. [11,12]. An 8 in. schedule 40 pipe has'
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W. Duan et al. / Journal of Sound and Vibration 384 (2016) 177–193186an outer radius b1 ¼ 109:54 mm, and an inner radius a1 ¼ 101:36 mm, with cT1 ¼ 3260 m=s, cL1 ¼ 5960 m=s, and
ρ1 ¼ 7932 kg=m3. To investigate the suitability of an exponential stretching function for this type of problem, the pipe is
buried in two different media: dry sand and soil. The properties for dry sand are cTm ¼ 105 m=s, cLm ¼ 800 m=s, and
ρm ¼ 1620 kg=m3 [11], and for soil cTm ¼ 300 m=s, cLm ¼ 1540 m=s, and ρm ¼ 2000 kg=m3 [4]. The properties of a viscoelastic
coating are deﬁned here as cT2 ¼ 1= 1~cT  i ~αT
h i
and cL2 ¼ 1= 1~cL i ~αL
h i
, where ~cT and ~cL denote shear and longitudinal phase
velocities, respectively, and ~αT and ~αL represent the shear and longitudinal attenuation in the coating [37]. Following Duan
et al. [7], a bitumen coating with a thickness of 1.5 mm is analysed, so that ~cT ¼ 750 m=s, ~cL ¼ 1860 m=s,
~αT ¼ 3:9 103 s=m, ~αL ¼ 0:023 103 s=m, and ρ2 ¼ 1200 kg=m3. Further, a minimum of 21 nodes per wavelength is
maintained up to a frequency of 120 kHz, and an exponential coordinate stretching function with α¼ 4 and β¼ 5 is adopted
and the PML width is h¼ b1a1. This generates nT ¼ 2406 degrees of freedom and it takes 0.9 s to solve for and sort the
eigenmodes at each frequency.
4.1. Uncoated and coated pipe buried in sand
In the previous section, the PML model was validated for a buried rod. Therefore, in this section it is necessary to start by
validating the model for a buried pipe and so in Fig. 4 the convergence of the PML model is investigated for an uncoated 8 in.
schedule 40 pipe buried in sand. In Fig. 4a PML of width h¼ b1a1 is used and the relative error is found by dividing these
predictions by those predictions obtained using a polynomial stretching function with h¼ 10ðb1a1Þ. It is seen in Fig. 4 that
the convergence obtained for the exponential stretching function is very good across the entire frequency range, and this
signiﬁcantly outperforms the polynomial stretching function at lower frequencies. Accordingly, this exponential stretching
function is now used to generate dispersion curves for an uncoated 8 in. schedule 40 pipe, and these predictions are
compared against analytic predictions obtained using the commercial software DISPERSE [9,11]. Fig. 5 is also designed to
replicate those predictions reported by Leinov et al. [11], and so “group” velocity and attenuation are presented for T(0,1)
and L(0,2). It is evident in Fig. 5 that the SAFE-PML predictions deliver excellent agreement with DISPERSE across the entire
frequency range, even for a PML that has a width equal to the thickness of the pipe wall. This provides further validation of
the SAFE-PML approach introduced here, and demonstrates that predictions may be obtained for buried pipes using a
relatively thin PML.
The SAFE-PML model is now used to investigate the effects of a coating on the propagation of elastic waves in buried
pipes. A recent article by Leinov et al. [12] reported that “isolation” effects may appear whereby particular modes in coated
pipes leak less energy into the surrounding medium when compared to uncoated pipes. This is an interesting ﬁnding that
has ramiﬁcations for LRUT and so this effect is explored in more detail in this section. Accordingly, an 8 in. schedule 40 pipe
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W. Duan et al. / Journal of Sound and Vibration 384 (2016) 177–193 187coated with bitumen and buried in sand is studied here (see the start of this section for geometry and material properties).
The attenuation of different eigenmodes is presented in Fig. 6(a) to (c), and in order to view the effects of the coating
predictions are also presented for the equivalent uncoated pipe. Note that for large pipes the number of leaky modes present
at normal LRUT frequencies is substantial and if one plotted all of these modes over a wide frequency range then the
attenuation plots would be unintelligible. Thus, in Fig. 6 only those modes that have low levels of attenuation are included,
as these are most relevant in non-destructive testing. Furthermore, predictions are grouped into “families” of modes, so that
the T(0,1) family contains T(0,1), F(1,2) and F(2,2); the L(0,1) family contains L(0,1), F(1,1,) and F(2,1); and the L(0,2) family
contains L(0,2), F(1,3) and F(2,3) [7].
If one ﬁrst examines the attenuation in a buried pipe without a coating in Fig. 6, then it is evident that relatively large
levels of attenuation are present as energy radiates from these modes into the surrounding medium. It is interesting to note
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(0,2) families is believed to be because of the different mode shapes belonging to each family. For example, the L(0,1) family
typically has a strong displacement in the radial direction for the parameters shown in Fig. 6, see also the mode shapes
presented by Duan and Kirby [7] for the same [unburied] pipe at 70 kHz. A strong radial displacement means that the L(0,1)
family couples efﬁciently to the surrounding medium and so high levels of energy radiates from the pipe and these modes
are strongly attenuated. In contrast, the radial displacement patterns for the T(0,1) and L(0,2) families are relatively weak,
which means that the coupling between the coated pipe and sand is reduced and so less energy from the T(0,1) and L(0,2)
families radiates into the sand. This is believed to be the reason why the different modal families exhibit such different levels
of attenuation, and serves to illustrate the importance of mode shape in explaining modal behaviour in buried pipes.
The addition of a coating is seen to reduce the attenuation of each mode in Fig. 6(a)–(c). This effect has recently been
observed by Leinov et al. [12] following the addition of a Polyethylene (PE) viscoelastic coating with a thickness of 19 mm.
Accordingly, the predictions obtained here support the ﬁndings of Leinov et al., and it is interesting also to compare the
relative levels of “isolation” achieved in each study. To enable this, the attenuation of an unburied coated pipe is also shown
in Fig. 6(a–(c). This shows that for the T(0,1) family good isolation is achieved in the medium to high frequency range,
whereas for the L(0,2) family the isolation remains limited to the mid frequency range. In contrast, for the L(0,1) family the
difference in the level of attenuation between a buried and unburied coated pipe is very large across the entire frequency
range. That is, the L(0,1) family does not exhibit the same behaviour as that seen for T(0,1) and L(0,2), and so one cannot
W. Duan et al. / Journal of Sound and Vibration 384 (2016) 177–193 189conclude that isolation is a general effect that applies to all modes. It is proposed that the difference in behaviour seen for
different families of modes can again be explained by the mode shapes that are common to, and indeed deﬁne, each modal
family. For instance, in the medium to high frequency range the presence of the coating means that the displacement for the
T(0,1) and L(0,2) is relatively low at the edge of the coating [7] and this means that little energy radiates from the coating.
However, at lower frequencies the coating is less effective (seen in a reduction in attenuation for the unburied coated pipe)
and so the amplitude of displacement is proportionally higher within the coating and more energy leaks out. In contrast, the
displacement pattern of the L(0,1) family remains relatively high at the edge of the coating over the entire frequency range,
especially in the radial direction [7], so that high levels of energy radiate out of the pipe for all of these modes. That is, if the
effect of a coating is to lower signiﬁcantly the modal displacement pattern within the coating region, then the energy
radiated into a surrounding medium will be small and the attenuation of a buried coated pipe will tend towards that of an
unburied coated pipe and this will “isolate” the pipe. Conversely, if the effect of the coating is reduced, for example when the
frequency is lowered for bitumen, then the attenuation in a coated buried pipe will tend towards the behaviour seen for an
uncoated buried pipe and the pipe is no longer isolated.
The “isolation” imparted by the coating described above was also observed experimentally by Leinov et al. [12] for T(0,1)
and L(0,2) at frequencies between about 10 kHz and 40 kHz. Leinov et al. measured levels of attenuation that are lower than
those observed here and this is seen to extend to frequencies below those observed in Fig. 6(a) to (c). Leinov et al. propose
that the isolation effect observed in their measurements is determined by the “impedance” of their viscoelastic material
relative to that of sand, such that low relative values of impedance for the viscoelastic coating delivers effective isolation. For
a viscoelastic material there are two [complex] values for impedance, although Leinov et al. choose to deﬁne their impe-
dance using only the real part of the shear properties. If one adopts their deﬁnition for impedance it is observed that the
impedance of the bitumen studied here is 34 times that of the PE used by Leinov et al., and it is 5.3 times that of sand.
However, isolation effects are still observed for bitumen, albeit over a higher frequency range when compared to that seen
by Leinov et al. Accordingly, it appears likely that these isolation effects are related to a range of parameters and that they
are not limited solely to the relative impedance of the coating and the surrounding material (where the impedance is
deﬁned as the real part of the shear properties). These parameters are likely to include the acoustic properties of each
material (both shear and longitudinal), the density of each material, the thickness of the coating, the frequency of excitation,
and the mode of interest. For example, Leinov et al. [12] demonstrate that by choosing a material that is much less
attenuative than bitumen, and also increasing the width of this material to 19mm, then it is possible to achieve good
isolation for T(0,1) and L(0,2) at relatively low frequencies. This choice of parameters also enables Leinov et al. to provide
lower levels of attenuation than that seen for bitumen in this current study. Accordingly, it appears to be possible, through
careful choice of a coating material for a given application, to optimise levels of attenuation for a particular mode over a
chosen frequency range. However, this isolation effect is not limited to low impedance materials, and may also be observed
in other viscoelastic materials that are common in pipeline applications, such as bitumen. Therefore, in order to optimise the
levels of isolation provided by a coating for a given application, the evidence presented here suggests that one needs ﬁrst to
start by analysing the modal displacement patterns for the coupled system, and to do this for the individual mode and
frequency range of interest.
4.2. Uncoated and coated pipe buried in soil
The purpose of this article is to illustrate an efﬁcient method for ﬁnding the eigenmodes for a buried pipe. Therefore,
it is necessary to show that the method works for a number of common scenarios. Accordingly, the method is also
validated here for a large pipe buried in soil, which is another common surrounding for pipelines. The properties of soil
were given in the introduction to this section, and the exponential stretching function and ﬁnite element mesh spe-
ciﬁed in the previous section are also applied here. The accuracy of the exponential stretching function is compared
against a polynomial stretching function for soil in Fig. 7, and it is seen that similar levels of accuracy are also obtained1E-12
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W. Duan et al. / Journal of Sound and Vibration 384 (2016) 177–193190here for soil, although the accuracy is reduced for the L(0,1) family of modes. This is because the radial wavelength in
soil is longer than for sand and this makes it more difﬁcult for the PML to absorb energy at lower frequencies. One can
clearly see that this causes additional problems for the polynomial stretching function and that some advantages are
obtained by using the exponential function for soil. In Fig. 8(a)–(c) it is evident that a pipe buried in soil behaves in a
similar way to one buried in sand, although for an uncoated pipe more energy leaks into the soil. This means that when
a coating is added, the “isolation” effect induced by this coating is far more signiﬁcant than that seen for sand. It is
interesting also to note that the levels of attenuation for a coated pipe buried in soil or sand are similar to one another,
at least for the T(0,1) and L(0,2) family of modes. This further illustrates that the drop in attenuation is caused by the
coating itself. Moreover, the only signiﬁcant difference seen between the behaviour for soil and sand is the attenuation
of the L(0,1) family, where a discontinuity is apparent as the modes change from leaky to radiation, or vice versa for the
L 0;1ð Þ0 family. However, for applications in long range ultrasonic testing it is the T(0,1) and L(0,2) modes that are widely
used, and the isolation behaviour imparted by the coating on these two modes is seen to provide a consistent effect for
both sand and soil. Thus, it is seen that the observations of Leinov et al. [12] are applicable over a wide range of
parameters and for different surrounding materials, and so it appears possible to plan to take advantage of this effect
when undertaking long range ultrasonic testing on buried coated pipes.
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This article presents a numerical method for computing the eigenmodes for a multi-layer embedded axisymmetric
waveguide. The article uses a Galerkin based approach to derive a one dimensional version of the SAFE formulation, which is
then closed using a one dimensional PML. This approach is designed to offer a PML based alternative to the one dimensional
SAFE formulations that use inﬁnite elements [20], or numerical dashpots [22]. The use of a PML means that the problem can
readily be tackled using a standard FE based approach, and this facilitates an investigation into different coordinate
stretching functions. It is shown that an exponential stretching function is more computationally efﬁcient when compared
to the more traditional polynomial coordinate stretching function, at least for the problems examined in this article. Fur-
thermore, this permits the use of a relatively thin PML and it is shown that accurate results may be obtained over a wide
frequency range using a PML of thickness equal to the thickness of the pipe wall, or the radius of a rod. This enables
eigenmodes to be obtained and sorted at frequencies up to 120 kHz in under about 1 second for each frequency. Accordingly,
the technique presented here is sufﬁciently fast and accurate to be suitable for use in the development of “hybrid” models
that have been applied previously to the analysis of scattering from defects [2,7,16].
The one-dimensional SAFE-PML model is applied here to coated and uncoated pipes. For uncoated pipes buried in sand
or soil, it is seen that the attenuation of each mode is high, as energy radiates out of the pipe into the surrounding medium.
This is likely to have a signiﬁcant and detrimental impact on non-destructive testing methodologies. However, when a
coating is applied the coating will, under particular conditions, isolate the pipe by concentrating the energy propagation
within the walls of the pipe and the coating. This is observed here for bitumen with a thickness of 1.5 mm, and this effect is
the same as the isolation imparted by a thick layer of PE recently observed by Leinov et al. [12]. However, it is noted that this
isolation effect depends on the mode, or modes, that are being analysed, the properties and geometry of the viscoelastic
coating and surrounding medium, as well as the frequency range being studied. This is because the ability of a mode to
radiate energy into the surrounding medium [and hence to undergo high levels of attenuation] is linked to the shape of a
given eigenmode. Those modes with a relatively high displacement within the coating region, especially in the radial
direction, will radiate energy more effectively than those in which the displacement drops within the coating. For bitumen,
the effect of the coating on each eigenmode is seen to limit isolation to the medium and high frequency range for T(0,1), and
the medium frequency range for L(0,2). However, Leniov et al. [12] show that by choosing a different viscoelastic material
one may achieve good levels of isolation in the lower frequency range. Therefore, the results presented here demonstrate
that most viscoelastic coatings are likely to provide some degree of isolation from their surrounding medium, and this
includes those materials typically found in pipeline applications. This will help in the application of non-destructive testing
in buried pipelines, as under certain conditions one is limited only by the attenuation properties of the coating and not the
surrounding medium; however, the degree of isolation provided by a coating will depend on many parameters relating to
material properties and excitation frequency, and one cannot always be sure that levels of isolation will be maintained if one
or more of these parameters is changed.Appendix A
For a buried pipe with an arbitrary number of m1 layers, then
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For layers j¼ 1;m1
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For the PML region, j¼m
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Note that for a buried rod, a1 ¼ 0, which means that 1=r is singular at the centre of the rod; however, for this scenario the
governing equations enforce zero normal and shear stresses at the centre and so this singularity is avoided in the usual way.
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